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Experiential
Counseling of
Children with School
Related Problems
Given Their Parents'
Deficient Couple
Relationships
Experiential counseling is elective for treating children whose
problems at school reflecl problems at home.

There are numerous cases when teachers or parents brine

associated with experiential family counseling permit a

children for school counseling because the children cannot

creative approach to the problems the child faces in his

meet school requirements. They do not learn or keej

family as well as to the dysfunctional means used by

up with the others; they run, touch, hit and turn over

parents as a result of their conjugal crisis. Without such

everything in their path; they use vulgarity, scream or defy

an intervention at the family level, the chances of the

the teacher's authority. These are just some of the reason!

children's recovery and adaptive reintegration are small

for which such children are sent to the psychologist's

It's quite difficult for the psychologist to obtain cooperation

"Please, take care of him/her!", "Do something, it's toe

from parents who are not, in most cases, aware of their own

much!" request their parents of the school counselor. The

contribution to the emergence and continuation of the

task is not easy because most of the time the key to sucl

children's symptoms. Moreover, the parents are frequently

problems lies neither with the psychologists nor with the

unprepared to make any change in their own lives, changes
:

"poor problem-child". It appears that the true source 0:

that could generate, according to the specific system of

the improper school behavior is the dynamics of the family

operational principles, beneficial changes in the child's

system from which the child comes.

involvement in school.

A dysfunctional parental relationship strongly mark!

The psychologist's first contact with the "problem child's"

children's maladaptive behavior at school. A lack 0

family is extremely important. The requirement that both

motivation for learning, difficulties in understanding anc.

parents and child be together at the first counseling

memorizing, verbal or physical violence and absenteeisn

session is essential. Their appearance enables an initial

express the inner conflicts experienced by a child afflicted,

diagnosis of the family system from the very beginning

with a tense home environment. The specific technique!

The fact that one parent finds time to come and the other

one doesn't; the fact that the two adults come together

made of the participants' bodies that should represent the

and fail to talk to each other during the meeting, just

relationships within the family.

expressing separately or simultaneously their worries to the

Each of these experiential provocations is followed by the

psychologist; or the fact that they quarrel and blame each

experiential dialogue, moderated by the psychologist. The

other for their child's failure provides important diagnostic

subject passes from metaphor to real life, identifying the

data about the family climate the "school problem-child"

factors that triggered and sustained the child's symptom!

lives i n daily.

in relation to school activities.

Facilitating dialogue between the family members with

After such a family diagnosis intervention and identificatior

a view to clarifying the reasons why they asked for the

of the possible elements at the basis of the child's school•

counseling

key psychological

related problems, the parents often become aware of the

elements that justify some of the child's behavior at school,

necessity to get involved in the counseling process in ordei

such as: The child's loneliness, felt within the family,

to help their child overcome the blockages or inhibition!

fear and saturation from permanent conflicts between

manifested at school.

the parents, "career parents" having high performance

The moment of obtaining parents' compliance with the

needs, reflected in a range of inferiority complexes and

family counseling process initiates the start of a deepei

abandonment anxieties found in children, The child's

diagnosis of the child to obtain better knowledge and 1

dissatisfactions and fears, provoked by parental divorce or

stronger counseling relationship. More detailed anamnestic

separation decisions, a recent funeral in the family or an

data about the child and some deeper information on

unfinished mourning relationship maintained by a member

conjugal dynamics can be obtained in a separate meetinc

of the nuclear or extended family, a chronic or severe

with the two parents or with the parent who accompaniec

disease of a family member, One or both parents' lack of

the child to the session and agreed to participate in the

meeting

often

reveals

self-confidence, reflected in their exaggerated demands for

counseling process. All these are necessary as they enable

their child's performance in school, or dissonance with the

us to obtain as complete an impression as possible of the

parents' own behavior ("go to school, while I'm unemployed

factors that facilitate and maintain the child's symptoms

doing nothing to find a job"). The list is endless.

We can then draw up hypotheses,

All these points are used to convince parents to get

appropriate intervention plan that should enable the chile

responsibly involved in the counseling process. Application

to better adapt to the school's requirements.

of the family test in the same first meeting, to all family

In order to illustrate the possible experiential "route" 01

members,

the child-parents-school psychologist interactions that

also permits identification

of perceptional

objectives and ar

discrepancies, specific sources of conflict or depression

follow drawing-up of the intervention program, I provide

and the child's anxiety, all of which affect school-related

two cases. They are meant to illustrate the necessity 01

problems such as: lack of interest, learning difficulties,

sustaining, when counseling the school problem-child, al

low performance, absenteeism, verbal and/or physical

the steps stated so far and to reveal the utility of applyinc

aggressiveness, isolation and so forth.

Therefore, family

experiential techniques when approaching such issues.

diagnosis is extremely important for success in counseling

The cases went through the following steps:

children with school-related problems.

- Symptoms;

A series of experiential expressive-creative

techniques

- Interview, family history and diagnosis;

having diagnostic value can be used during these sessions:

- Identification of those elements of the family system thai

for example, drawing, molding, role playing, and sculpture

triggered and maintains the child's symptom with harmfu'

of family relationships. Below, I describe some diagnostic

effects on his/her school activity;

techniques that I have used over the years.

 ־Hypotheses

Family portrait. By means of drawing (or clay in case the

experiential techniques

and objectives, intervention plan anc
for obtaining a new family

children are very young), have the child make a portrait of

equilibrium as a necessary condition for overcoming the

your family. Then initiate a dialogue between the family

school-related problems;

members about how they were drawn or molded.

 ־Outcome.

Family kinetic drawing: The child draws a scene of family
life with color pencils or paints, in paint or water colors, a

Case I

story representing a typical day of family life".

Maria is in the first grade; she was brought to the

Sculpture of family relationships: A set of statues are

psychologist by her mother. The latter was worried because

her daughter is becoming more and more isolated by hei

resume her child's role, which enabled her to be calmer at

schoolmates because she runs after them, beats them

school.

and shouts at them. Boys seem to be her favorite target,

The sibling envy problem was also settled during the

Exploring the family context I found out that her parents-

counseling sessions. The "trouble tree" and "joy garden'

her mother and stepfather-are going through a conjugal

techniques facilitated approaching this subject. By mean!

crisis. Though married for a year and a half, her mothei

of colored pencils and an A4-sized sheet of paper divided

had recently discovered that her husband had been seeinc

into two parts, the mother and daughter drew, on the left

another woman even before their marriage.

side, a small tree on whose branches they hang all the

The moment the mother comes to the psychologist with

troubles in their relationship and, on the right side, they

Maria is a very tense for the mother, too, because the father

a series of flowers, to make a garden of the joys in their

of her baby left the house, leaving her with two children,

relationship.

She admits that for these reasons, she loses her patience,

This family-level intervention led, after a few months, tc

often shouts at the children and cries frequently.

Maria's improved behavior at school, her easier integrator

Therefore, we see that Maria reproduces her mother's

into the class and, now, rejection of a "problem-child'

attitudes at school. At home, the girl, affected by the

identity.

dramatic situation her mother is experiencing, tries tc
help and take care of the latter, thus entering a tiring role

Case II

that isn't hers to begin with. It is not easy for a 7-year-old

Mihai is a fifth-grade student in a well-known high schoo'

girl to assume a parental role, that of caring mother foi

in Bucharest. His parents and teachers are facing Mihai'!

her own mother. Her worries are also sustained by deep

refusal to write, learn and go to school every day. Wher

feelings of guilt and self-distrust as neither of her father!

he does goes to school, he doesn't pay attention durinc

loved her nor wanted to stay with her. Very attached to this

classes, passing from one to another extreme: He remain!

new father, who "seemed to like her," which he showed by

thoughtful, or frowning in his bench. He has also put or

bringing her lots of toys, Maria experienced, for the second

considerable weight since school started.

time, feelings of rejection and lack of acceptance. We are

The data from the interview, family anamnesis and diagnosis

therefore able to explain why Maria so forcefully beats

showed the following: Mihai is an only son. He enterec

boys in particular at school. We also must not forget that

the school at the beginning of the fifth grade. His grade!

her new little brother, due to his age, is granted all his

from the beginning of the school year until the end of the

mother's attention.

first quarter, when he came with his parents to the schoo

The anamnestic data, the psychodiagnostic instrument!

psychologist's office, were very low; he does his homework

used (individual test, tree test, family test, CAT) as well

with his grandmother, his mother's mother, who "doesn't

as the products of her activities in the counseling office,

know how to approach him anymore". We also discover thai,

show a little girl who needs to be loved and have a happy

Mihai lives with his parents and his maternal grandmother

two-parental family.

who takes care of him much of the time as his mothei

The serial drawings (like some small scenes of a play) Maria

travels a lot due to her job and his father is very fond of

makes shows the story of a girl called Maria who is tryinc

working on a computer, which is the cause of disputes witf

to reach her home, situated on a rock surrounded by watei

his son every evening.

and lit by a very large sun. The way is full of obstacles that

The two parents' attitudes towards the child's involvement

Maria overcomes, little by little, a scene indicating thai

in school seem different to some extent, with the father

the little girl is full of personal resources.

proving to be more tolerant:

By working simultaneously on the clarification of he!

Mother: "It seems that this child has no will. We always as!

relationship with her second husband and her relationship

him to write, learn and he doesn't want to."

1

with Maria's father, the source of her marital failure, Maria !

Father: "That's true but, perhaps, there are too many private

mother helped her daughter reach a state of well-being,

lessons: Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday..."

The mother's greater ease helped the girl calm down,

The time the three spend together is quite limited. The

which enabled Maria to improve her relationships with the

mother dedicates a lot of time to her job and career

children at school and to find a happy end to the story

obtaining numerous post-graduation qualifications, while

she had drawn according to the serial drawing technique,

the father, a high school graduate, spends most of his time

Moreover, the work on the child-mother dyad helped Maria

at his job or in front of the computer at home, watchinc

movies (his need to escape every evening into a virtual

of the family roles, which creates identification anc

world indicates his non-acceptance of the real situation).

identity problems for the boy. Within this context, th<!

We notice the parental ambivalence regarding the time

boy's distrust in his own powers and excessive eating art!

Mihai dedicates to school, an attitude that accounts for the

justified. The child unconsciously punishes himself for hi!,

child's "limping" at school. The mother strongly wishes for

inabilities, "deforming" himself day by day while tryinc

professional progress, which is shown in the demands 011

to offer himself "in a salvatory manner", with "servings 0:

her son but disagrees with the father's and the boy's needs.

affection" through the nourishment he ingests.

This leads us to believe that she places great value on her

The statuary group made by the four family members also

:

own and others' intellectual growth. Therefore, she is not

reveals the same types of problems, to which the chile,

content with her son's disinterest in school nor with her

instantly finds solutions. Leaving the statuary group on the

husband's lack of interest in his intellectual and professional

grounds that he feels uncomfortable there, Mihai suggest!,

development. For these reasons, she subconsciously reject;

its modification as follows: He places the mother closer tc

both of them, ignoring the latter while pushing the former

father, separates the mother from the grandmother anc

too hard toward learning.

places himself in front of his parents so that their presence

This hypothesis was strongly confirmed by the data provided

can be securing, nourishing and free of stress for him.

by the "family photo", an experiential technique applied

The following diagrams illustrate the original statuary

to the three family members, as well as by the "statuary

group and how it was changed by Mihai.

group" made on a session attended by the nuclear family
together with the grandmother.

Statuary group (1)

Regarding the "family photo", I asked the child, mother
and father to think of the types of relationships they had
experienced lately and, on the basis of those relationships,
to draw, on a sheet of paper, with color pencils, a family
portrait reflecting such interactions. " I feel closer to
or farther from... or I see... closer to..." are additional

Statuary group (2)

guidelines meant to help the clients draw the family
picture.
The boy's drawing best illustrated the situation: A lack
of communication between him, mother and father (not»
that the grandmother is missing, a sign of the deficient
relationship Mihai has with her), the boy's depression (all

One quickly notices the child's obvious need to see hi!,

characters have black contours), the boy's wish to identify

parents in touch with each other, to feel them close tc

with his father (the colors the boy used), barred by his own

him, to spend more time with them and to feel secure

mother who is well-positioned between the two of them,

accepted and protected by them. It is also apparent

looking at her son and completely ignoring the father.

that the boy needs to place his grandmother "where she!

The fact that the mother and grandmother form t h ;

belongs", a presence gently observing, from a distance

perfect pair to raise the child and that the father is only

what is happening in the nuclear family.

an appendix to the family system is clearly revealed by the

The parents realized that they had a couple problem.

mother's drawing.

recommended that they see a marriage counselor. I ther

The father's depression, the result of feeling excluded

centered the counseling process on clarifying the relationshij ׳

from the family, is revealed by the compensatory drawing

of the two parents with their child, suggesting an exercise

made by Mihai in pink, representing "the united family",

that is simple but extremely efficient and motivating fo:

although a closer look reveals how the child seemingly

changing attitudes and behavior having a negative impact

"draws" the parents to bring them closer to each other.

on family relationships in general and school activities ir,

In this way, we were able to reveal a series of couple problems:

particular.

The lack of communication between partners, the wife';

I like you when.../I don't like you when.../I expect yoi.

not accepting and devaluating her husband and, implicitly,

to....

the boy as well; a mother who has the grandmother a;

The experiential dialogue, further to these charts drawr,

an ally. We also learn that there is a contamination

up by each member of the family, revealed a series 0:

:

difficulties the child faced at school: demanding teachers,
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